INTRODUCTION
One way to explain the observable accelerated expansion of the Universe is to modify the theory of gravitation on the cosmological scale. Here the massive gravity [1] and the bigravity are among the most popular generalizations of the General Relativity (GR).
For a long time it was believed that one could not avoid the Boulware-Deser (BD) ghost [2] in massive gravity. But recently a new model free of this ghost has appeared [3] .
The skeptics are still sure that any massive gravity is inconsistent, and their new analysis discovers superluminal effects and causality violations [4] . But it is not excluded for sure that these difficulties could be avoided in a theory with two (or even more) dynamical metrics, i.e. in the bigravity (or multigravity). Such a theory first appeared at the beginning of 1970s [5] , the interest to it has been periodically dissipating and arising. The next wave has come at the Millenium [6] , related with the extra-dimensions and with the evidence for the accelerated expansion of the Universe. And the recent activity is inspired by the discovery of dRGT-potential with its interesting properties.(Curiously, it was recently mentioned that one case of this potential had already been under study 40 years ago [7] .)
HAMILTONIAN FORMALISM
The analysis of theory structure can be provided in the canonical formalism without any perturbation theory. The first research was parallel to the Hamiltonian study of the massive gravity and based on the transform of variables found by Hassan and Rosen [8] .
Straightforward calculations are unavailable due to the unusual form of dRGT-potential. It is a linear combination of the symmetric polynomials of matrix Y eigenvalues. This matrix in its turn is a square root of matrix Z α β = g αµ f µβ . It is unclear how to find derivatives of such a potential, so, it is difficult to derive the constraints and the Hamiltonian formalism as a whole.
This problem has been solved in Ref. [8] with the help of a special transform of variables and with nontrivial matrix calculation. We believe there are no more than 5-10 physicists in the world who could reproduce this proof, and it is useless to try teaching it to students.
Therefore we have tried to construct a more transparent approach which allows to do the standard procedures with the appearing constraints: to calculate the Poisson and Dirac brackets, to separate the constraints into first and second class sets, to prove the closure and self-consistence of the total set of constraints and the Hamiltonian.
The idea was to take a theory with the potential of a general form depending on the two space-time metrics, or to be more precise, on the components of their 3 + 1-decomposition.
Whereas in the Arnowitt, Deser, Misner (ADM) formalism [9] the metrics are decomposed in the coordinate basis
we prefer the semi-orthonormal basis constructed on the base of metric f µν . This formalism first developed by Kuchaȓ [10] is more suitable for the bigravity because a number of components for metric f µν is reduced from ten to six:
this considerably simplifies the potential which now depends on sixteen variables, instead of twenty.
The Kuchaȓ method exploits two coordinate systems for the space-time: one, X α , is arbitrary, the other (τ, x i ) is related to the choice of a one-parametric family of spacelike hypersurfaces. The second system coincides with the one used in the ADM approach.
The four functions called embedding variables X α = e α (τ, x i ) give a one-to-one map.
In fact these variables appeared already in the pioneer works by Dirac [11] where the diffeomorphism invariant field theory Hamiltonian approach was proposed.
The diffeomorphism invariance of the canonical formalism manifests itself as a path independence of evolution. It means that in evolving from an initial spatial hypersurface to a final one the result should be independent on the intermediate sequence of hypersurfaces.
As it has been shown by Teitelboim [12] in order to fulfill this requirement it is necessary and sufficient to have a special algebra of the first class constraints, first calculated by Dirac. Starting from the potential of a general form, we derive the first conditions on the potential in order to get this algebra in bigravity. These are linear differential equations of the first order.
Next, the simple calculation shows that if we have only four first class constraints then we come to a theory of bigravity with eight degrees of freedom, so containing BD ghost [2] .
Therefore the second requirement on the potential comes from the need to provide an additional constraint giving us a chance to avoid this ghost. This should be a constraint on the fundamental canonical variables of bigravity, i.e. two spatial metrics (induced on hypersurfaces) η ij = f µν e 
and if we vary it with respect to u, u i , we get four other equations
which serve to determine u, u i in terms of the canonical variables. To change this situation one needs a degeneracy not allowing to resolve Eqs.(1) for all u, u i . Therefore the Jacobian
should be zero. Due to a special form of Eqs. (1) this Jacobian occurs to be equal to the Hessian of the potential considered as a function of u, u i . Then the second requirement put on the potential is to fulfill the Monge-Ampère equation
Then what rank should the Hessian matrix have? We believe it should be equal to three. This is the third condition on the potential. Taking a smaller number will exclude isotropic spaces from the very beginning.
We found that the three requirements listed above (of course, there is also a zeroth condition -that the potential is a function of metric components) are sufficient to have a diffeomorphism invariant theory of bigravity which is free of BD ghost, i.e. it has seven gravitational degrees of freedom. It is natural to expect two species of matter in bigravity:
each matter interacts with the corresponding metric. There is a picture of two extremely weakly interacting worlds where only the two metrics directly interact with each other.
The proof of sufficiency of the proposed conditions on the potential consists in the analysis of constraints by the well-known Dirac's method. It is given in detail in articles [13] .
In the course of this work the implicit solution of the Monge-Ampère equation constructed by Fairlie and Leznov [14] is very useful, as this has been first demonstrated in the study of massive gravity with one dynamical metric [15] .
CONCLUSION
The following results are proved for the theory of bigravity with the potential satisfying conditions given above.
• Besides R and R i there is an additional fifth constraint on canonical variables S = 0, it is free of non-dynamical variables u, u i .
• S has a zero Dirac bracket with itself (on the constraint surface).
• To preserve S = 0 in the course of evolution it is necessary to have sixth constraint Ω = 0, also free of non-dynamical variables.
• The Dirac bracket {S, Ω} D is nonzero, so these two constraints are second class.
• To preserve Ω = 0 in the course of evolution it is necessary to fulfill a new equation Ψ = 0, which is a linear inhomogeneous equation on the non-dynamical variable u.
This variable can be determined from Ψ = 0. 
